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1.                           are very                             
 animals. 

2.                            can                           hit trees 
and houses.

3.  Some people use                           plants for 
their                          .

4.  The                           writes                           
notes about an animal he sees.

A   Look at the pictures. Write the right words.

 Aloe vera careful Dolphins health 
 scientist smart suddenly Tornadoes

1 Nature
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B   Match the meaning with the right word.

 1.            very quickly; without warning a. cloud

 2.            knowing a lot; intelligent b. breathe

 3.            a big white thing in the sky c. health

 4.            how good or bad your body is d. suddenly

 5.            to make air go into and out of the body e. smart

C    Work with a classmate. Think about things in nature. Write two ideas for plants or 
animals that . . .

 1. . . . can be used for one’s health.

   

 2. . . . are able to breathe in water.

   

 3. . . . are dangerous, so you must be careful near them.

   

 4. . . . won’t be hurt when a tornado hits.

   

D   Read about different plants and animals. Write the right word in each blank.

Raintrees                    Aloe Vera                    Bluebirds                    River Dolphins

1.                                       2.                                       3.                                       4.                                       

 are green

 can be eaten

  have a chemical 
that is good for our 
skin

  are not common  
around the world

  breathe air

  swim in lakes and 
rivers

  look for food 
during the day

 can sing 
 lay blue eggs

  grow in South 
America

  close their leaves at 
night

  have nice wood for 
furniture 
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Dolphins Talk

Scientists put a mother in one place. They 

put her two-year-old child in another place. 

There was a telephone line between them. Soon, 

the mother and child were talking to each other. 

The mother and child were dolphins.

In this test, one of the two dolphins would make 

a sound. Then the other dolphin would make the same sound. 

Also, the scientists believed that the two animals knew who they were talking to.

Scientists have known for a long time that animals can “talk” with each other. But 

dolphins have a special way of talking. And they are very smart. When they are in a group, 

they “talk” to each other. They do this using different sounds. Scientists have listened to 

the dolphins’ sounds, and they have watched the dolphins. They now believe that the 

dolphins really are talking. They just don’t know what the dolphins are saying.

Dolphins not only use sounds. They use body language, too. They “tell” something 

to another dolphin by moving their body in a special way. They also do it by opening and 

closing their mouths quickly.

Scientists hope to understand dolphin language. They want to learn more about 

these very interesting animals.
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Extra Practice

Comprehension Questions

Circle the right answer.

1. This reading is about

 a. dolphins that talk to people. 
 b. dolphins that talk to each other.
 c. dolphins that talk to fish.

2. Scientists believe that the mother dolphin and her baby

 a. were just making noise. 
 b. were talking about other dolphins.
 c. knew who they were talking to.

3. Which of these is NOT a way dolphins talk?

 a.  By using their bodies 
 b. By using other fish 
 c. By using sounds

4. Dolphins are special animals because

 a. they can “talk” to other animals. 
 b.  they have a special language.
 c.  they understand human speech.  

5. Besides using sounds to “talk,” dolphins tell things to each other by

 a. pushing water quickly or slowly. 
 b. playing with rocks and sand in the sea.
 c. opening and closing their mouths. Score

Circle True or False for each sentence.

1. A dolphin can swim. True False

2. Only people use language. True False 

3. Scientists have studied dolphins. True False

4. Body language uses words. True False

5. Some animals are smart. True False
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Animals get energy from the things that they eat. Some animals eat plants. Some eat 

other animals. Some eat plants and other animals. By looking at what eats what, we can 

learn how energy moves from one living thing to another.

One way to look at how energy moves from animal to animal is to imagine three 

levels in nature. At the first level, plants and trees make their own food. Animals and 

insects are usually in the second level. These are living things that eat things from the first 

level. Sometimes, they eat things from the second level, too. Some animals eat plants, and 

then another big animal eats them. Very small animals that you can’t even see are part of 

the third level. After a living thing dies, these very small animals break down its body. 

We can imagine something like 

these three levels in the ocean, too. 

Some kinds of small sea life use the 

sunlight to make food. Then another 

kind of small sea life eats them. A 

fish then eats the small sea life, and 

something larger eats the small fish. 

So energy moves between animals in 

the ocean just like it moves on land.
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Comprehension Questions

Circle the right answer.

1. This reading is about

 a. things to eat in the ocean.
 b.  how energy moves in nature.
 c.   which animals eat plants.

2. Which of the following is true of the first level?

 a. The animals there have very little energy.   
 b.  All animals there are very small. 
 c.   Things there make their own food.   

3. The writer says that animals and insects

 a.  are found in the first level.  
 b.  are found in the second level.  
 c.  are found in the third level.  

4. In the third level, very small animals

 a. eat only one kind of small sea animal.
 b.  need sunlight to make the food they eat.
 c.  break down the bodies of animals that die.  

5. The writer says that in the ocean, energy moves

 a. more slowly than it does on land.
 b.  in the same way as it does on land.
 c.  from large animals to small animals. Score

Circle the right word.

We can study how 1. (energy / life) moves in nature by looking at what eats what. 
An easy way to look at this is to 2. (imagine / learn) three levels in nature. The first level 
has things that make their own food in it. The second level has 3. (insects / scientists) 
and animals that eat things in the first and second levels. The third 4. (food / level) has 
very small animals that break down the bodies of things after they die. These three 
levels are the same in the 5. (ocean / plants) as they are on land.

Extra Practice
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Reading Speed Chart

Write your score for each reading passage at the bottom of the chart. Then put an X in one of the 
boxes above the reading passage number to mark your time for each passage. Look on the right 
side of the chart to find your reading speed for each reading passage.

Time wpm

45s 266

50s 240

55s 218

1m 200

1m 5s 185

1m 10s 171

1m 15s 160

1m 20s 150

1m 25s 141

1m 30s 133

1m 35s 126

1m 40s 120

1m 45s 114

1m 50s 109

1m 55s 104

2m 100

2m 5s 96

2m 10s 92

2m 15s 89

2m 20s 85

2m 25s 83

2m 30s 80

Reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Score

 

106  




